
FAQ

Moral Issues in the Use of Vaccines

How can a vaccine have a connection to aborted fetal tissue?

Certain cell lines used in scientific and medical research have been derived from the tissue of

aborted fetuses. Such cell lines have been used in the design and development, production,

and/or confirmatory lab testing (1) of some (but not all) vaccines.

How closely related to the abortion are the abortion-derived cell lines used for

vaccines?

It is not the case that fetuses were intentionally aborted for the purpose of developing these cell

lines and vaccines. Rather, scientists obtained cell samples after the abortion had taken place

for other reasons. (2)

The cell lines WI-38, MRC-5 and HEK 293 have been used in work on vaccines. The WI-38 cell

line was developed from a 12-week old fetal lung taken from a fetus aborted in Sweden in the

early 1960s. (3) MRC-5 was derived from cells taken from the 14-week old fetal lung of a fetus

aborted in the United Kingdom in 1966. (4) HEK-293 was developed from cells taken from a

fetal kidney of unknown gestational age in 1973; it is unclear whether the fetus came from an

elective abortion or a spontaneous miscarriage. (5) Catholic biologist and theologian Nicanor

Austriaco, O.P., has observed: “…the abortions that gave rise to the three cell lines -- or in the

possible case of HEK293, the miscarriage --- happened decades ago. The aborted fetuses are

long gone, as are the original fetal cells. There are no fetal body parts or fetal tissue left. Only

distinct, new cells derived from the original fetal cells remain.” (6)

PER.C6 is another cell line that has been used in work on vaccines. It is a retinal cell line that

was derived from an aborted fetus. But again, the fetus was aborted electively by the mother,

not for the sake of producing the cell line, and the abortion occurred in 1985. (7)

It is noteworthy that, given these established cell lines, it is not considered necessary

scientifically to seek out new human fetal cells from recent abortions for work on vaccines. (8)

What commonly used vaccines are connected to abortion-derived cell lines?

For adenovirus, chickenpox, and hepatitis A, the only vaccines currently available are connected

to abortion-derived cell lines. (9) In the case of the MMR vaccine (measles, mumps, rubella), the

rubella component is connected to an abortion-derived cell line (10); the vaccines for measles

and mumps, which do not have this connection, are no longer available separately (11).

In the case of COVID-19 vaccines, the Johnson & Johnson and AstraZeneca vaccines used

abortion-derived cell lines in the design and development, production, and laboratory testing of

the vaccine. The Pfizer and Moderna vaccines used an abortion-derived cell line only in the

laboratory testing of the vaccine. (12)

In the case of rabies and shingles, some vaccines are connected to abortion-derived cell lines but

alternatives are available which do not have this connection. (13)
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For more specific information, see the document Commonly Used Vaccines in Relation to

Abortion-Derived Cell Lines.

What is the teaching of the Catholic Church on the use of vaccines connected to

aborted-derived cell lines?

1) It is wrong to create cell lines from aborted fetuses for use in scientific and medical research,

including the use of such cell lines in the design and development, production, and/or

confirmatory lab testing of vaccines.

2) We should avoid use of a vaccine connected to an abortion-derived cell line if a comparable

vaccine is available which does not have this connection. The alternative vaccine should be

requested and used.

3) If no such alternative vaccine is available, it is permissible to use a vaccine connected to an

abortion-derived cell line when there are serious health risks to ourselves and/or the

community.

4) An abortion-derived cell line might be used at several different stages in work on a vaccine: in

the design and development of the vaccine, in the production of the vaccine, in confirmatory lab

tests on the vaccine.

In some cases, a vaccine has been designed and developed and produced without the use of an

abortion-derived cell line but an abortion-derived cell line was used in the laboratory testing of

the vaccine. Such a vaccine is farther removed from abortion than a vaccine designed and

developed and/or produced using an abortion-derived cell line. Among vaccines connected to

abortion-derived cell lines, it is morally preferable to use such a vaccine, if it is available to us.

However, if no choice of vaccine is available to us, we may use the other type of vaccine in good

conscience.

5) We have a moral responsibility to advocate for the design and development, production, and

testing of vaccines with no connection to abortion. (14)

Why should we be opposed in principle to the use of vaccines connected to

abortion-derived cell lines?

Benefiting from vaccines connected to abortion-derived cell lines potentially could erode the

belief that abortion is wrong and opposition to it. This was noted in a statement from the chairs

of the Committee on Doctrine and the Committee on Pro-Life Activities of the United States

Conference of Catholic Bishops:

It is true that one can receive benefits from an evil action in the past without

intending that action or approving of it. The association with the evil action that

comes with receiving benefits from that evil action, however, can have a

corrupting influence on one’s perception of the evil action, making it more

difficult to recognize it as evil. Experiencing the benefits that have resulted from

the evil action, one might become desensitized to the gravely evil nature of that

action. One might become complacent about that action and ignore the obligation

to do what one can to oppose the evil action. Another consideration is the fact

that one’s receiving benefits from an evil action might affect how others perceive

that original evil action, thereby giving scandal. Others might be less inclined to
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see that action as evil. They might interpret one’s acceptance of benefits from an

evil action as an indication that one does not consider the action to be truly evil,

which in turn might diminish their sense of urgency of opposing that evil. They

might also miss opportunities to do what they can to oppose it. In both cases, a

certain complacency about that evil action could be the result. (15)

Why does the Catholic Church allow the use of a vaccine connected to

abortion-derived cell lines when no alternative is available?

In our imperfect world, it happens – and more frequently than we may first think – that good

and evil are intertwined to the extent that, in pursuing good and legitimate activities, some

association with evil may also occur.  Paying taxes is one example. Such monies are used for the

essential purpose of running the government and for programs to help the poor, but they can

also be used to support activities which are morally questionable. We recognize an obligation to

participate in the political process and to vote, but we may not be able to find a candidate for a

particular office whose positions are in accord with Church teaching in all respects. A particular

candidate, for example, may be vigorously opposed to abortion but in favor of the death penalty.

As noted by philosophy professor Don DeMarco: “Part of the meaning of the ‘global village’ in

which we live is that the contamination from various acts of wrongdoing has seeped into almost

every corner of our existence. Given what is shown on television these days, can anyone justify

owning one? Many food items one purchases at the grocery store have a genesis that involves a

worker exploitation or even slave labor. …Too scrupulous a moral attitude can lead to paralysis

and, as a consequence, leave a great deal of good undone.” (16)

To deal with situations in which good and evil are intertwined, Catholic moral theology has

developed the principles governing cooperation with evil.  These principles provide guidance as

to when and to what extent someone may legitimately cooperate with or benefit from an evil

action. It is on the basis of the principles governing cooperation with evil that the use of a

vaccine connected to an abortion-derived cell line is allowed, when no alternative vaccine is

available, in order to ensure the good of the health of individuals and the community as a

whole in the face of serious and deadly diseases. (17)

The principles governing cooperation of evil recognize different types and degrees of

cooperation in evil, and that involvement with the evil can be close or more remote. (18) Thus,

for example, these principles were applied by the Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith in their Note on the morality of using some anti-Covid-19 vaccines (December 2020):

…in cases where cells from aborted fetuses are employed to create cell lines for
use in scientific research, there exist differing degrees of responsibility of
cooperation in evil. For example, in organizations where cell lines of illicit origin
are being utilized, the responsibility of those who make the decision to use them
is not the same as that of those who have no voice in such a decision.

…The fundamental reason for considering the use of these vaccines morally licit
is that this kind of cooperation in evil (passive material cooperation) in the
procured abortion from which these cell lines originate is, on the part of those
making use of the resulting vaccines, remote. The moral duty to avoid such
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passive material cooperation is not obligatory if there is a grave danger, such as
the otherwise uncontainable spread of a serious pathological agent—in this case,
the pandemic spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus that causes Covid-19. It must
therefore be considered that in such a case, all vaccinations recognized as
clinically safe and effective can be used in good conscience… (boldface added).
(19)

In allowing the use of vaccines connected to abortion-derived cell lines, isn’t the

Church “giving in” to an immoral action and abandoning its pro-life stance?

The teaching of the Catholic Church has two prongs. While allowing use of a vaccine connected

to an abortion-derived cell line when no alternative is available, the Church affirms a serious

obligation to advocate for vaccines with no connection to abortion.

In this regard, the Secretariat of Pro-Life Activities of the United States Conference of Catholic

Bishops has suggested action steps for us to take:

First, inform yourself and others about how some vaccines are connected to

abortion through the use of abortion-derived cell lines, and about which vaccines

use such cell lines. Second, inform your doctor about this connection and ask

him or her to provide ethical vaccines, when possible. Third, urge

pharmaceutical companies and medical researchers to discontinue using

abortion-derived cell lines, and thank them when they do. (20)

Do we have a moral responsibility to get vaccinated?

As noted in a document from the Vatican Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human

Development, “vaccination is a safe and effective way to prevent disease and save lives.” (21)

Indeed “today, there are vaccines that protect against at least 20 diseases, saving the lives of up

to 3 million people every year.” (22)

Vaccination has a two-pronged effect. It is a means of protecting one’s own health, and is

related to self-love and the duty to take measures to protect one’s own health and life. But just

as importantly, an individual getting vaccinated has an impact on protecting other people.

Herd immunity, also called “population immunity” or “community immunity” (23), “occurs

when a large portion of the community (the herd) becomes immune to a disease, making the

spread of the disease from person to person unlikely.” (24) Thus, “as a result, the whole

community becomes protected.” (25) Immunity against a disease is achieved by prior infection

and, very importantly, by vaccination for “vaccines create immunity without causing illness and

resulting complications.” (26)

Further, herd immunity serves to protect “those who can’t be vaccinated, such as newborns or

those who have compromised immune systems.” (27)

On the other hand, when individuals do not get vaccinated and the level within a community

falls below the herd immunity threshold, diseases can resurge in a community. For example, this

has happened with measles in the United States. (28)
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In sum, an individual getting vaccinated is also part of love of neighbor and responsibility to the

common good. (29)

Noteworthy is the statement of Pope Francis about use of COVID-19 vaccines: “I believe that

morally everyone must take the vaccine. It is the moral choice because it is about your life but

also the lives of others.” (30)

Can someone voice conscientious objection to the use of vaccines based on the

teachings of the Catholic Church?

There are some individuals who, for a whole variety of reasons, are opposed to the use of

vaccines.  Anti-vaxxers cannot find support for their position in official Catholic teaching.

With respect to vaccines connected to abortion-derived cell lines, the Pontifical Academy for Life

has stated: “As regards the diseases against which there are no alternative vaccines which are

available and ethically acceptable, it is right to abstain from using these vaccines if it can be done

without causing children, and indirectly the population as a whole, to undergo significant risks

to their health.” (31) One must be extremely cautious in invoking this statement as a reason not

to get vaccinated since low vaccination rates against a particular disease can result in its

resurgence among individuals and in a community. In the very next sentence the Pontifical

Academy for Life states: “However, if the latter are exposed to considerable dangers to their

health, vaccines with moral problems pertaining to them may also be used on a temporary

basis.” (32) In other words, the Church does not recognize a duty to refuse vaccines connected

to abortion-derived cell lines when such vaccines are needed to preserve individual and

community health. Absent recognition of such a duty, one cannot appeal to Church teaching as

grounds for conscientious objection in such circumstances. (33)
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